Best japan guided tours

Best self-guided tours of japan. Best tours of japan.
Planning is often the most difficult and least enjoyable part of an overseas trip. Not only deciding what to see and do but when, how, and in what order can be a very complicated process, especially if you’re going to a foreign country. The good news is that there is a way to avoid all the fuss. By booking a Japan tour package you entrust the planning to
a team that knows the country like the palm of their hand. You can be sure to be taken to all of the best sights while being entertained by your guide with interesting details and fun facts. Here we have some of the best Japan tour packages, a way for you to experience Japan without all the headaches of creating a personal itinerary. But let’s start this
post by answering some general questions you might have about Japan package tours. There is a really good chance that this post contains affiliate links. If you click one of them, we may receive a small commission (for which we are deeply grateful) at no extra cost to you. 5 days in Japan is enough to see the iconic Mount Fuji What are the best tour
companies for Japan? The list of tour companies operating in Japan is very long. You have well-known international brands as well as many local niche companies. The short answer is that there is no one-size-fits-all tour company. Each tour company adds its own accents to a tour. You can opt to go for a tour operator you’ve used before and
particularly liked. Chances are they also operate tours in Japan. But why not try one of the local niche companies. They are very passionate about their country and know it inside and out. I understand that you may be a bit reluctant to confide your hard-earned money to a relatively small and unknown company. For this reason, we use TourRadar.
TourRadar is an online travel agency that brings together over 200 multi-day tours from a wide selection of tour operators, both international and local. Their interface makes it really easy to compare the various options and you can read reviews from real travelers. TourRadar is a trustworthy organization. It started in 2010 and had over 1 million
departures already. 20% of their bookings are coming from repeat customers. Here are some more advantages of using TourRadar: Instant confirmation24/7 supportNo booking or credit card feesLowest Price Guarantee: If you find the same tour cheaper somewhere else TourRadar will match the priceEvery booking earns 3% travel credits that you
can use to make your next vacation even cheaper Which Japan tour package is the best? We browsed through the complete list of tours while making this selection. Here are our best tips to find the tour that suits your needs. Below are the main points where the tours differ. Getting an idea of your expectations about these points will help you choose
the tour. You can make your selection based on these criteria : Destinations: This is off course pretty obvious. Although tourist hotspots such as Kyoto and Tokyo are included in most tours less touristic places such as Hiroshima are only included in some. If you have some destinations that you absolutely want to see you can make your first selection
based on this. Interests: Almost all tours will take you to the country’s popular highlights, such as Kyoto and Tokyo. If you have specific interests you’re better off with a specialized tour. Japanese anime and manga are world-renowned so we included specialized tours for lovers of this genre. Seeing the Sakura is also on many traveler’s bucket list so
we also included special tours during this season. Although not included in our overview gourmands can will also be able to find special food tours on TourRadar. Comfort vs price: Some tours cater for backpackers and include overnight stays in shared rooms. This makes them considerably cheaper than other tours where you stay in private rooms.
Make sure to check the included accommodation. Pace of the tour: Some of these tours are really designed to show you as much as possible in the limited number of days that you have. They’re fast-paced and can be exhausting. If you think you will never return to Japan you may want to fit in as many sights as possible but if chances are you will
come back to this beautiful country there’s no reason for such a jam-packed tour. All-guided vs free time: Some tours are planned down to the minor details while others allow for a lot of free time. A fully-guided tour is the best way to see most of the country but a tour with a lot of free time can give you a good balance between group activities and
me-time. We also included some self-guided tours. The tour company has worked out the complete itinerary and you can follow it at your own pace. Group size: Some tours use larger groups to lower the price. If you don’t mind joining a larger group this can save you a few bucks. TourRadar lists the minimum and maximum number of participants for
each tour. This impressive torii gate marks the entrance to the Meiji Shrine in the heart of Tokyo How much is a Japan tour package? Prices for a tour package range on average from 200 USD to 370 USD per person per day. Whether your tour will be in the lower or upper end of this range will largely depend on the comfort you choose. Cheaper tours
tend to include accommodation in hostels, or low-end hotels. More expensive tours include accommodation in 3 and 4-star hotels. Flexible tours that only include limited guided excursions and offer plenty of free time to explore the destinations on your own are usually also cheaper. If you don’t mind exploring Japan on your own you can opt for a selfguided tour where the itinerary and all documentation, as well as train tickets, will be provided giving you the ability to explore the country at your own pace. Best Japan tours Best 5-day Japan tour packages If you would ask me I would say that you need at least 7 days, or better yet 10 days, to see Japan. But I get that there can be many reasons why
you only have 5 days. With so few days it is a matter of making the most of this short period. Planning these days yourself can be overwhelming for first-time visitors, especially with so much to see and do. That’s why I would recommend booking a five-day tour in this case. While there is further insight into a Japan 5-day itinerary here, a five-day tour
is a great choice as tours are organized and arranged by people much more experienced with the country who can prioritize the best places to see to create the best experience. This allows you, the traveler, to maximize your time and have the most varied trip within a short amount of time. Some of the best five-day tours in Japan available have been
further explored here. Best 7-day Japan tour packages A seven-day tour is also a popular choice as it allows a full week for exploring. An upside to seven-day tours is that there is often more time to visit a slightly out-of-the-way city or town for a day. These can often include cities like Nara which may be missed otherwise. Best 10-day Japan tour guide
packages While 5 and 7-day Japan tours are popular choices, especially for first-time visitors, a 10-day japan package tour is in my opinion the ideal length for a first visit. If you have the time I would still recommend a 2-week or 3-week visit but 10 days is ideal for those who are short on time to see and experience more of Japan. It offers a more indepth experience, and I know that not everyone is bothered by this as much as I do, but it is also better for jet lag. Here we list some of the best 10 day Japan tours available: Osaka Castle in the Sakura season Japan Classics – 9 Days Overview The Japan Classics tour gives travelers a closer look into the cultural and historical background of Japan. It
includes both popular sites and some hidden gems, making it a very well-rounded tour. With the Yuzen dyeing class and the stay in the Iyashi no Sato village, there is a real immersion in Japanese tradition. This tour starts in Tokyo and then makes its way to Kamakura and Iyashi no Sato to see Mt Fuji, the internationally famous symbol of Japan. Soon
after this, you will board the Shinkansen to Kansai, with most of the time spent in Kyoto. There are also visits to Osaka and Nara as part of the Kansai leg, allowing visitors to see a good variety of this lively region. Almost all meals are provided on this tour, with the exception of two dinners being left as the visitor’s choice. Transportation is mostly by
bus, except for the Shinkansen journey from Tokyo to Kyoto. The tour operates with a minimum group size of 10 people (max 26 people) and airport pick-up and drop-off is available for flights arriving within a certain time window. Highlights Iyashi no Sato – a traditional village located close to Mt FujiKubota Collection museumKinkaku-Ji and
Kiyomizu-Dera temples in KyotoYuzen Dyeing Class Pros and cons about joining the Japan classics tour A large range of places are visited, making it a well-rounded and varied tour A good amount of free time is allocated. Great for those interested in culture and tradition of Japan Seasonal highlights are included, the tour will make the most of every
season Suitable for all ages There are a number of walking tours included, which may become difficult for those not used to walking so much daily. Due to the tour being very historical and culture-focused, some activities could become repetitive Some days are very packed with activities and could be tiring Important information Conclusion Most
customers enjoyed this trip, with a number of compliments given to the considerate, yet efficient guides. There were some mentions of feeling a little too busy at times, but overall, the consensus is that the Japan Classics tour is a well-organized and informative tour. Prices Prices for this tour come to around €2.900 or (about $ 3.500 at the current
exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices : Japan Classics Tour The Higashi Chaya district in Kanazawa is very beautiful and is not yet overrun by tourists Essential Japan-10 days Overview The Essential Japan tour from Intrepid Travel covers a lot of the key tourist destinations of Japan while still providing something extra
with the inclusion of Kanazawa. The tour is very free-form with a lot of free time that you can use to explore the places on your own or where you can choose between a number of activities on offer. This allows you to curate the trip to match their interests. The tour starts in Tokyo and covers a lot of the main Tokyo attractions, including Shibuya, Meiji
Jingu Shrine, and Harajuku. The shinkansen is then used to travel to Kanazawa and experience a different, more historical side of Japan. Kenrokuen gardens and the Higashi Chaya district are popular traditional sites in Kanazawa which are sometimes missed by tours. From Kanazawa, the tour then travels through Kyoto for two days and then on to
Hiroshima. Finally, the tour ends in the bright and bustling city of Osaka. This tour is suitable for travelers between 18 and 29 and operates with a maximum group size of 16, making it smaller than some other tours. However, most meals are not provided and transport to and from the airport is also not provided. As this is a more independent tour,
these are left open for travelers to choose. Highlights Yoyogi Park in TokyoHarajuku districtHiroshima Peace Park and Atomic Bomb DomeMiyajima Island Pros and cons about joining the Essential Japan tour The tour gives a lot of choice to the traveler, allowing it to be more customized to the individual Activities are not locked in, giving more
freedom day-to-day The difficulty of arranging an itinerary is taken care of, without being overwhelming It may be difficult to first-time visitors to organize their free time and truly take advantage of the time available This tour relies on public transport so it is necessary to keep in mind the extra costs for trains, buses and the like. This also means it is
subject to public transport delays which are likely in the case of strong weather. Important Information International flights and visas aren’t included. If you are looking for cheap flights to Tokyo, click here. Accommodation for this trip is mostly at hostels and ryokans. Ryokans are traditional Japanese inns and usually involve sleeping on a thin futon
on the floor. Therefore, it may not be suitable for those with back, hip, or leg issues. It is also important to consider whether you are comfortable with shared sleeping areas.Airport transport is left up to the traveler as the first and last day are considered free time. Here you can find more info on using public transportation in Tokyo. Conclusion Most
customers enjoyed the flexibility of this tour and the freedom to choose their own activities when they wished to. The pacing and social aspect of the tour was also praised. There were some issues with public transport and confusion about wrong platforms, a common problem for tourists in Japan, but they were able to be fixed easily. Overall, this is a
good tour for those who like a little more flexibility without the trouble of too much planning. Prices The prices for this tour come to around €2.040 (about $ 2.500 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Essential Japan Tour The HIda Folk Village in Takayama Japan One Life Adventures – 10 Days
Overview The Japan One Life Adventure tour is a fast-paced, adventure-driven backpacking tour of Japan with some unique experiences included. The tour has a lot of classes and workshops included, allowing travelers between 18 and 39 years old to get a more behind-the-scenes look at Japanese culture and tradition. As with most tours, this tour
also starts in Tokyo. A range of activities is offered in Tokyo, from the normal tourist attraction viewing to sushi-making classes and visits to Akihabara. The tour then passes through Hakone, a city known for stunning views of Mt Fuji, and on to the small, historical town of Takayama. This is often described as the highlight of the trip with an overnight
stay in a temple in Takayama. The tour then continues to Kyoto and Osaka. All transport is included as well as about half the meals. Most breakfasts are provided and some lunch and dinner, but most lunches and dinners are left open to the traveler. The tour includes a culture and language class, a welcome addition to give visitors more tools to
navigate Japanese culture. Highlights Robot Restaurant show in Tokyo (Note that this restaurant is closed at the moment)Early morning Fushimi-Inari tour in KyotoOvernight temple stay in TakayamaKiyomizu-Dera sunrise viewing Pros and cons about joining the Japan One Life Adventures tour There are a lot of experiences included in this tour
which would be very difficult or even impossible to organize otherwise. The classes and workshops cater to a range of interests and are immersive to Japanese culture. These include sushi-making, kendo, and sake tasting Language and culture orientation class to ease some anxieties of being in a new country and cover some of the essentials needed
for a smooth tourist experience. There are a lot of early mornings. While this allows for less crowds and beautiful sunrise views, it could be a negative for those who aren’t naturally early risers. There is not a lot of free time included in the itinerary. The tour is very fast-moving, a downside if you prefer to meander around attractions Important
Information Conclusion Previous customers state that they enjoyed the light-hearted atmosphere of the tour and were extremely complimentary of the tour guides. Most people enjoyed the pacing of the tour and the range of activities offered. Prices Prices for this tour come to around €1.610 (about $ 1.970 at the current exchange rate at the time of
writing). Read reviews and check prices: Japan One Life Adventures Tour The harbor in Nagasaki played an important role in the country’s history. This so-called Dutch slope is a remnant of that time. Capitals of Japan Overview This 10-day tour is packed with top tourist destinations and cities within Japan. Despite the length, the tour is able to fit an
amazing 16 different locations. The tour starts and ends in Tokyo, the capital. The time in Tokyo is used to visit some of the most popular sights of the city, such as the pop culture capitals of Shinjuku and Akihabara as well as important cultural sites like Meiji-Jingu Shrine and Senso-Ji Temple. The tour also explores the important historical
significance of Hiroshima, with time allocated to visiting the Peace Memorial Park, Atomic Bomb Dome, and more. From here, the tour heads to the island of Shikoku, an often-overlooked part of Japan when it comes to international tourism. However, it is home to the domestically-famous Dogo Onsen, Ritsurin Garden, and Naruto Bridge, all of which
you can visit as part of this tour. The tour also covers part of Kansai, with time spent in Kobe and Osaka before moving to Mt. Koya, one of the most spiritually significant areas in Japan. This is considered the center of Shingon Buddhism and there are many temples and monasteries in the area. One night of the tour will be spent staying at one of the
Mt. Koya temples overnight. You will get to experience the modest accommodations and traditional food that the monks of the temple have every day. The tour then passes through the middle of Japan with time spent in Nagano to visit the famous monkey park, Kusatsu, a popular onsen town, and more. This tour is operated by Europamundo and has a
maximum group size of 50. Accommodation is provided and ranges from the temple at Mt. Koya to a traditional inn to standard hotels. A breakfast buffet is provided, along with 5 lunches and 4 dinners. Ticket admission for a number of the sightseeing spots is also included. Highlights Ritsurin GardenHiroshima Peace MemorialShinjuku,
TokyoJigokudani Monkey Park Pros and cons about joining the Southern Japan tour This tour will allow you to explore a lot of Japan within a short amount of time and maximise your days with visiting the best destinations. There is a good mix of different types of locations to suit different interests. As there are so many places and activities to see and
do, it may become very tiring. Being able to visit all the places mentioned is highly reliant on following the schedule, meaning there is not much room for free time or for visits to run longer than planned. Important Information Conclusion This tour would be great for travelers who want to see as much of Japan as possible but only have limited time.
Previous participants were happy with the activities planned and the friendly guides. Prices This tour comes to around €3.105 (about $ 3.343USD. at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Capitals of Japan Best 14-day Japan tours packages For people who wish to dedicate a bit more time to their holiday in
Japan, a 14-day Japan tour is ideal. A 14-day tour will feel less rushed and you won’t have to compromise on what to visit. You will be to see a wider range of places and you will leave Japan knowing that you have checked off most of the tourist highlights. Some of the best 14-day tours of Japan include: The Hiroshima Peace Memorial Japan: Land of
the Rising Sun – 13 Days Overview The Japan Land of the Rising Sun tour is a great all-rounder tour with a range of both more popular and less well-known locations. A range of experiences is included with everything from the traditional temples and shrines to art museums to viewing some of Japan’s beautiful landscapes. While this tour officially
starts in Tokyo, the first day is spent traveling to the nearby area of Nikko, north of Tokyo. The tour then heads south through the town of Hakone to catch some views of Mt. Fuji and on to the small traditional town of Takayama. The tour also covers Hiroshima and Kyoto, with side trips to Miyajima Island and Himeji Castle along the way. Two
breakfasts and dinners are included and dietary requirements are able to be catered to. All transport on this tour is via public transport – train, bus, Shinkansen, and ferry. The Japan Rail Pass is included in the price, giving access to all JR trains and Shinkansen. Highlights Toshugu Shrine in NikkoTakayama traditional vegetable marketHimeji
CastleHakone cable car ropeway Pros and cons about joining the Japan Land of the Rising Sun tour This tour has a lot of flexibility while also offering suggestions for where to go and what to do in free time. The Japan Rail Pass is included. This eliminates the headache of making sure travel cards are charged or buying train tickets. The tour is wellpaced and well-balanced. There are some long travelling days, most notably between Nikko and Hakone. These can also include a number of connections between trains. You will often spend the night in Ryokans, traditional Japanese inns. While these offer a traditional Japanese experience, many visitors agree they aren’t necessarily the most
comfortable accommodation. Important Information Conclusion Most people who have taken this tour were happy with the itinerary and the inclusion of some smaller cities and towns that they might have otherwise missed. They found it well-paced with good suggestions on how to spend free time. Some customers weren’t happy with the
accommodation as it is quite different from the Western ideals of a hotel and there are often shared facilities. This tour is perfect for that little-bit-of-everything trip. It provides a range of locations and experiences that can suit any age. Price The price of this tour is around €3.460 (about $ 4.470 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing).
Read reviews and check prices: Japan Land of rising sun Tour Matsumoto Castle, one of the few original castles in Japan Ancient & Modern Japan – 14 Days Overview This tour has a focus on the old and new of Japan, from the temples and castles of Kyoto to the bright lights of Tokyo. There are a range of sightseeing spots and experiences, including
the snow monkey park of Jigokudani Onsen, the Hiroshima Peace Museum, and Matsumoto Castle. The tour starts in the traditional capital of Kyoto with day trips to Nara and Hiroshima. From here, the tour heads to Takayama, famous for its authentic, historical architecture and village. Later, there is a visit to Matsumoto and then continuing on to
the onsen town of Yudanaka. This is the final stop before finishing up in Tokyo for the last few days. This tour includes 3 breakfasts and 3 dinners with the remaining meals open to personal choice. The transport is mostly via public transport with some use of a private minibus. This tour also includes the Japan Rail Pass. Highlights Matsumoto Castle
aka ‘Crow Castle’Snow Monkeys of Jigokudani OnsenYudanaka onsen townHida Folk Village in Takayama Pros and cons about joining the Ancient & Modern Japan tour This tour has a good mix of ‘guided days’ and ‘free days’, with suggestions and assistance available to help organize what to do and see on free days. Using Kyoto as a base and having
day trips to Nara and Hiroshima cuts down on hotel checking in/checking out time and is helpful for less luggage carrying. A good amount of time is allocated to see and observe the snow monkeys. There is a lot of walking to and from sightseeing spots and many flights of stairs. As entire days are allocated as free time, it may be necessary to create
your own full itineraries for these times. However, as mentioned, assistance is provided with this. Important Information International flights aren’t included.Airport pick-up and drop-off are available for those taking a ‘group flight’ with this tour. For those arriving or departing on different flights, a departure shuttle can be arranged with advance
notice.Accommodation is a mix of hotels and ryokans. However, it is largely hotel-based. Conclusion Most customers who took this tour were happy with the range of places they were able to visit in a short time. They also enjoyed the flexibility of choosing their own itinerary on some days. Some customers felt there was too much walking at too fast a
pace. It is important to take this into consideration for older travelers or those with back, hip, or leg issues. This tour is well-designed for younger to middle-aged travelers who will enjoy the contrasts between old and new, rural and city. Price The price of the Ancient & Modern Japan tour comes to around €5.079 (about $ 6.370 at the current
exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Ancient & Modern Japan Tour The historic Gion district of Kyoto at night Discover Japan-14 days Overview This tour looks at Japan through a historical and traditional lens with a lot of emphasis on the cultural aspects of Japan. This is one of the most interesting aspects of Japan.
Japanese culture differs vastly from most Western cultures making it a great focus for a tour. The Discover Japan tour starts in Tokyo but quickly whisks away to Kanazawa, an interesting samurai city of the past. Some time is spent here before moving on to the historically preserved area of Takayama and then Hiroshima. Hiroshima includes time at
both the Peace Park and Miyajima Island before moving on to Kyoto. After exploring the imperial capital of Kyoto, the tour moves to Fujikawaguchiko, one of the most popular areas in close proximity to Mt Fuji. The tour then finishes back in Tokyo. The meals on this tour include one breakfast and one dinner. These are able to be customized to be
vegetarian, vegan, halal, and kosher. However, all other meals are personal choices by the traveler. Transport is done primarily through public transport systems and walking. The accommodation includes both hotels and ryokans but is primarily hotel-based. Highlights Exploring Fujikawaguchiko, the Five Lakes region near Mt FujiSamurai Spirit Full
Kembu Lesson (optional extra)Higashi Geisha district of KanazawaKenrokuen Gardens in Kanazawa Pros and cons about joining the Discover Japan tour This tour covers a lot of the top tourist destinations in Japan. There is a lot of flexibility with optional extras and suggested activities for free time. There are a number of key cultural spots packed
into a short time. Some days are very long (15 hrs) and can be too much for some travelers. Providing almost all your own food can become difficult, especially for those with dietary requirements. There may be some language difficulties. Important Information International flights aren’t included.There is a lot of walking to and from hotels and public
transport so it is important to pack light, while still packing enough for a full 2 weeks.Airport pick-up and drop-off are not offered as the tour encourages pre- and post-accommodation in order to enjoy Tokyo by yourself. Conclusion Most guides got rave reviews and customers were happy with this tour as a cultural introduction to Japan and a great
overview of the country. Some guides had issues with language difficulties, however, it is noted that these were usually new guides and most issues are ironed out as they become more experienced. Price This tour comes to around €3.790 (about $ 4.650 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Discover
Japan Tour The floating Torii Gate on Miyajima island Japan One Life Adventures-14 days Overview This is a fast-paced, very social tour covering a lot of different aspects of Japan with a number of unique experiences. The tour aims to give travelers new experiences while creating an enjoyable atmosphere. The tour starts in Tokyo and explores the
bright lights and neon districts of Tokyo, as well as some of the more traditional areas. From here, the tour travels through Hakone to view Mt Fuji and on to Takayama where there is an overnight stay in a traditional temple. The tour then heads to the Kansai area and lands in Kyoto, Osaka, and Nara. There is another unique temple stay in Koya-san,
a small mountain town which is seen as the cradle of Japanese Shingon Buddhism. This is accompanied by traditional meals prepared by the monks of the temple. After this, the tour heads to Hiroshima and Miyajima for a historical finish. The tour includes 15 meals, all of which can be vegetarian. Some of these can also be vegan. However, as
veganism is more uncommon in Japan, this can be difficult to accommodate. Other dietary restrictions may have similar difficulty. Transport is all managed through public transport. Highlights Senso-ji in Asakusa after darkTsukiji Fish MarketShinsekai in OsakaKoya-san Temple Stay in Nara Pros and cons about joining the Japan One Life Adventure
tour There are many cultural experiences offered, catering to various different interests and personality types. The tour encourages a warm and friendly social culture to allow travelers to feel comfortable and as if they are a family, rather than customers. The tour visits some more out-of-the-way areas, as well as the popular locations. The tour is
intended to be fast and quick-moving. For those who prefer to wander and take the days slow, this may not be ideal. For some travelers, the amount of twin-share and multi-share accommodation may not be comfortable. Dietary restrictions beyond vegetarian sometimes cannot be accommodated by the tour operator Important Information Conclusion
Previous customers of this tour loved the social aspect and friendly environment created by the tour guides. They enjoyed the range of places visited and the unique experiences. This tour would be ideal for young, fit people who are ready for a fast-paced and active tour, aiming to see as much as possible, as fast as possible and have a good time doing
it. Price This tour comes in at around €2.004 (about $ 2.402 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Check prices and availability: Japan One Life Adventures Tour The Japan Adventure tour makes a detour to Yudanaka to see the snow monkeys bathing in the natural hot springs. Japan Adventure-13 days Overview The Japan Adventure
Tour is a great introduction to a number of aspects of Japan, both modern and traditional. The tour has an interesting blend of the more historical cultural parts of Japan along with the more modern pop culture that many have grown to love. The tour starts in Tokyo with some city tours and fun experiences before moving to Nagano for sake tasting
and snow monkey viewing. The tour then jumps down to Hakone, where you can bathe in hot springs and catch a glimpse of Mt. Fuji, before continuing to Osaka. From here there is a one-night temple stay at Koya-san in Nara with the opportunity to see the monks perform their morning rituals and fire ceremony. The tour then moves to the final stop
in Kyoto. This tour includes all breakfasts, one lunch, and three dinners. The remaining meals are left open to the traveler’s choice of when and where to eat. The transport is all via public transport. Accommodation is always twin-share or quad-share and mostly in hostels. Exceptions are a temple stay in Koyasan, a Ryokan in Nagano, and a hotel in
Osaka. Highlights Sake tasting in NaganoShiga Kogen National ParkOsaka CastleFushimi-Inari torii gates in Kyoto Pros and cons about joining the Japan Adventure Tour The tour is well-balanced, both in time and in range of activities. There is a good mix of both popular sightseeing spots and lesser-known areas. A good amount of the meals are
provided. There are some ‘nightlife’ activities planned. This could be a pro or con, depending on personality and interests. There are a number of early mornings, which may be difficult with the late nights. Important information Conclusion All previous customers of this tour have given rave reviews. Customers have enjoyed the friendly atmosphere
and the knowledgeable tour guides as well as the range of experiences offered. Previous customers also feel the time is well-balanced and free time is well-allocated. This tour would be good for most people as it is quite customizable and covers a lot of both modern and traditional aspects of Japan. Price This tour comes to around € 2.155 (about $
2.600 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Japan Adventure Tour The Philosopher’s Path is the best place for lovely Sakura shots Cherry Blossom and Gardens Tour-13 days Overview The Cherry Blossom and Gardens tour is operated during the limited cherry blossom season in Japan to see Japanese
gardens at their most beautiful and experience the stunning nature of Japan. While the tour is named after gardens, there are also a number of cultural locations included. The tour starts in Tokyo for three nights before heading to Mount Fuji. You will visit one of the popular Mt. Fuji 5th stations that act as a starting point for the hike to the top of the
sacred mountain. From here, the tour moves to Takayama and then to Kanazawa via the scenic, traditional town of Shirakawa-go. After enjoying one of the top 3 gardens in Japan, Kenrokuen, the tour then travels to Kyoto where you will follow in the footsteps of famous philosopher Kitaro Nishida and wander along the Philosopher’s path covered in
cherry blossoms. You then take a day trip to Nara before continuing on to Hiroshima. From Hiroshima, we move back to the Kansai region via Himeji castle. The last few nights are spent in Osaka and Kobe before departure. This tour includes all breakfasts and seven lunches and seven dinners. The transport is covered by Shinkansen and an airconditioned coach. The accommodation is all hotel-based. Highlights Mt Fuji 5th StationShirakawagoUeno Park cherry blossomsTodai-Ji Temple and the deer of Nara Pros and Cons of joining the Cherry Blossom and Garden Tour A number of gardens are included, allowing the traveler to experience various types of Japanese garden. Transport by
coach bypasses a lot of the issues involved in public transport. There is very little worrying about where to eat and finding a good restaurant. The tour is quite focused on gardens and could feel ‘slow’ to some travelers. Some days are mainly spent travelling with very little sightseeing. Important Information International flights aren’t included. Airport
pick-up is not available, however, there is an airport departure shuttle bus arranged.This tour is aimed at travelers aged 40 – 80. It is important to keep in mind the pace of the tour when considering if it will suit your preferences.Insurance isn’t included. If you haven’t yet taken out travel insurance have a look at SafetyWing and World Nomads. Click
here to see how they compare. Conclusion Most customers were very happy with this tour and spoke of the guides going above and beyond to solve any issues. This tour would be ideal for those wishing to finally tick off that bucket list item of seeing the cherry blossoms in Japan. With a nice balance of relaxing gardens and cultural experiences, this
tour is a great introduction to Japan. Price This tour comes to around € 4.848 (about $ 5.800 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Cherry Blossom and Gardens Tour The Hakone ropeway crosses the Owakudani valley Japan Winter Wonder + 4-day ski package-13 days Overview The Japan Winter Wonder
Tour is a 9-day overview tour of Japan, visiting some of the best spots in the country, with the optional extra of adding on 4 days of skiing in the small mountain town of Hakuba. The tour offers a good amount of free time while still providing guided tours for some of the most important locations. There is a mix of fun, pop culture, historical sites, and
skiing on this tour. The tour starts in Osaka, where there is plenty of free time to explore the city. The tour then moves on to Kyoto, the historical capital of Japan and home to thousands of temples and shrines. From here, the tour passes on to Hiroshima. Hiroshima is a key historical site and commemorates this with the Peace Park, Peace Museum,
Atomic Bomb Dome, and various other monuments. It is also home to Miyajima Island, populated by wild, yet tame deer. The tour then moves to the capital, Tokyo. As a city of contrasts, there is a lot to see and do in Tokyo. There is also a day trip to Hakone in order to catch some views of Mt Fuji before the 4 days of skiing take place. Hakuba is a
small mountain village located in Nagano prefecture. It is home to a number of ski resorts offering slopes at varying levels of difficulty. This makes it great for both beginners and more experienced skiers. There are also a number of onsens (hot springs) available to rest in after skiing. After 4 days, the tour returns to finish in Tokyo. This tour has
breakfast provided every day. However, other meals are mostly left up to the traveler. The accommodation is mostly twin-share rooms and transport is mostly covered. Highlights Guided tour of KyotoItsukushima Shrine on Miyajima IslandHakone RopewayHakuba ski town Pros and cons about joining the Japan Winter Wonder tour There is a good
amount of free time provided. There are a range of ski resorts to choose from. A good range of cultural activities and tours are included. The skiing leg of the trip is unescorted. The tour doesn’t really go ‘off the beaten track’. Age is restricted between 18-35 years. Important Information Conclusion Most previous customers loved their time on this
tour and enjoyed the company and knowledge of their guides. Some mentioned that it is important to take into account travel times as this can reduce the amount of time available for activities. This is true of any trip but is sometimes easy to forget when reading a tour itinerary. This tour is great for those who want both the ideal skiing trip as well as
the perfect Japan vacation. Price This tour comes to around € 3.275 (about $ 3.600 at the current exchange rate at the time of writing). Read reviews and check prices: Japan Winter Wonder Tour Shibuya Crossing, Tokyo’s busiest intersection Tips before you book your Japan holiday package How long do you want to spend in Japan One of the first
things to think about is how long you want to spend in Japan. Will this be a short trip or a more extended vacation? If you have a week or less available, it may be better to choose a tour that gives the best amount of experiences with the best time organization. If you have longer to spare, it may be better to choose a tour that is more in-depth and
provides more free time for you to explore. What would you like on a tour? So now you’ve decided how long to travel for, what’s next? One of the most important things is really considering what you would like on a tour. Think about whether you prefer a small or large group, whether you will be happy with a fast-paced tour or whether a slower or
more flexible tour will be better. These preferences will help you narrow down the tours that work for you. Research is one of the most key aspects of booking a tour Research is one of the most key aspects of booking a tour. Other people have taken this tour before you, read their reviews. Do their comments match your expectations? Will you be
happy with an experience similar to theirs? It is also important to truly understand what your tour involves. The daily itineraries and knowing what is and isn’t included will help you decide on the best tour for you. Check the availability of tours It is also important to check the availability of tours. Some tours are seasonal or more limited during
various seasons so it is important to make sure your available times match up with theirs. Book your flights When you’ve whittled away and narrowed down the tours, it’s time to book. When looking for flight bookings, keep in mind tips for finding cheap flights. Make sure you have travel insurance Finally, a step that is easily forgotten or ignored,
have travel insurance. Travel insurance is often one of those things that is easy to think is too expensive and unnecessary until you’re in a situation where you need it. To avoid this happening to you, make sure to book travel insurance well before traveling. SafetyWing offers excellent coverage worldwide for a very affordable price. World Nomads is
more expensive and aimed at the more adventurous traveler. World Nomads includes trip cancellation where SafetyWing does not. Have a look at our article for a rundown of these 2 insurances and more info about travel insurance for Japan. Conclusion Planning an international vacation can be difficult at the best of times, even without taking into
account language and cultural differences. One of the best ways to avoid all the difficulty is to choose a package tour. Nowadays, there is a huge range of tours available to cater to every personality type and interest, budget, and holiday length. We have collated some of the best tours of Japan to make that process just a little easier for you. For more
tips about Japan, check out our Japan travel guide.
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